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                            Abstract

We have observed ip mesons in the ip --> K+K- decay mode in 12-GeV p+A

interaction with the newly constructed spectrometer at the primary beam line in

the KEK Proton Synchrotron. The kinematical region of the observed ip mesons

covers 1 to 3 in fiortab where modification of ip meson in nuclear matter is expected

to be visible. The shape of the invariane mass specera of the observed ip mesons

are consistent with that observed in free space within the experimental errors. The

mass number dependence of the production cross section follows Aa (a =O.98Å}O.10)

between carbon and lead nuclei. No significant pT dependence has been observed

on the a parameter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The mass and the decay width of hadrons have been studied extensively through

the history of particle physics. All these measurements have been done for hadrons

in free space. If the vacuum structure was changed from that in free space, those

properties should also change. In QCD hadrons are described as confined valence

quarks which obtained the effective mass due to the spontaneous breaking of the

chiral symmetry. The quark condensate <q-q> is the order parameter of the chiral

symmetry indicating how large the symmetry is broken. The quark condensate <gMq>

is subject to change in hot (Taf e) or dense (p 4 O) matter providing a vacuum

structure different from that in free space. There are many theoretical studies and

predictions about ehe nature of hadrons in such matter [1, 21. Although <q-q> is not

an observable, the mass of vector mesons can provide a good estimate of <q"q> . An

experimeneal observation' of the in-medium modification of vector mesons is thus

desirable to explore the nature of quark matter.

   In hot matter, <qMq> is expected to decrease raPidly to zero around the critical

ternperature T, where the QCD phase transition will occur and the chiral symmetry
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will be restored. The observed excess in lepten pairs by the CERN heavy-ion ex-

periments may already hint a precursor of the symmetry restoration [3]. Above T.,

quark-gluon plasma (QGP) could be formed and quarks could be no longer heavy

valence quarks bue light current quarks.

   On the other hand, in dense matter, linear decrease of <qMq> is expected theo-

retically [4]. Several experimental efforts, including this work, have been started to

investigate effects of the partially restored chiral symmetry at normal nuclear-matter

density [5, 6, 7, 8]•

  There are three distinct experimental meehods to measure the meson mass di-

rectly in nuclear media. The first is to measure the invariant mass ofdecay products.

Threugh this measurement one determines the dispersion relation of the mesen in

nuclei, namely the changes of the resonance position and the decay width as func-

tions of the momentum of the meson. The second is to compare branching ratios

among different decay channels. In-medium modification in alty of the mother par-

ticle and the daughter particles can cause a change of the decay rate in media since

the decay Q--value possibly becomes differeltt due to the rr}ass shift. The third is

to search for a nuclear bound state of such mesons. If a mesoR reduces its mass in

nuclei, the meson could be bound. There is an experiment in GSI in preparation to

search such a bound state [9]. Using a similar method, Yamazaki et al. observed a

mass shift of pion in deeply bound pionic states [101. Although ehe relation to the
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Figure 1.1: Expected mass shift of ip meson as a fuitction of nuclear

density, where po is normal nuclear density. The parameter Y de-
notes the 2<sMs>N/(<au>N + <dd>N) (the strangeness content in the
nucleon ) and the two lines represent the Y range expected from
experimental observations [1].
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chiral symmetry is still an open question, studies of deeply bound mesonic states

are very interesting possibility on this subject.

   We have started an experiment, KEK-PS E325 [8], focusing on ehe measurements

of di mesoll, both in ip --> K+K- and ip - e+eww decay modes, for the sake of the

unique experimental sensitivities as explained below.

  Based on the QCD sum rule, Hatsuda and Lee [l] predicted thatthe 4,-meson

mass decreases as shown in Figure 1.1. According to this model, the mass decrease of

ip meson is in the range of 20 to 40 MeV/c2 at normal nuclear density po. Although

the model predicts larger mass shift for p and w mesons, there are two advantageous

aspects in the q5-meson decay, namely the signatures to appear in the width and the

decay modes.
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Figure 1.2: Expected invariant mass spectra of ip meson for beryl-
Iium, copper and lead targets. Definition of Y is as same as Figure
1.1. The left and right columns correspond to the two lines in
Figure 1.1.

   Figure 1.2 shows the expected invariant mass spectrat of the ip for beryllium,

copper and lead nuclei. In copper case, about le% of ip mesons are expected to

decay inside the nucleus. And in the invariant mass spectra, they make the second

peak on left side of the main peak which consists of the ip mesons decayed outside

the nucleus. It should be noted that in the K+K- channel, the invariant mass

   tThe Woods-Sa)con type nuclear density distribution is employed in the Monte Carlo calculation

which treats the ip with P7t.b "J 1. The dispersion of mass in media which is expeylmentally
measurable is neglected in the calculation.
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spectra could be deformed due to rescatterings of kaons in nuclei. Measurements in

the e+e" ghannel are thus more attractive.

   Because decay Q-value is as small as 32MeV in the K+K- channel, tlte decay

branching ratios are sensitive to not only q5-meson mass shift but also kaon mass

shift. Even lf the kaon mass is changed and the ip-meson mass is unchanged, the

effect results in a change of the branchii}g ratios. If the kaon mass is not changed and

the ip-meson mass decreased more than 32 MeV/c2, the decay to K+K-is forbidden

in nuclei.

   Recently, Klingl et al. [11] calculated the !n-medium modification oÅí ip meson

being at rest in nuclear medittm using a method to account for the interactions of

daughter kaons with the nucleoRs in nuc}ear matter. They obtained the mass shift

of ip meson being consistent with the results of Hatsuda and Lee, with significant

broadening of the width as large as 45 MeV/c2, 10 times larger than in free space.

Their calculations was done for the ip at rest, and the dispersion, i.e. the width

change as a function of the momentum of ip meson is yet to be worked out. This

calculaeion, however, implies a significant increase of the decay rate in nuclei for the

ip mesons in flight and a modification of the invariant-mass shape in the di --> K+K-

channel.

   Experimentally a detection of ip mesons at rest is nearly impossible since the

daughter kaons have toe small momentum and decay immediately. Nevertheless, in

measurements of the 45-mesoR decays, it is desirable that the momentum of ip meson

is as low as possible. With the slower ip mesons, the larger decay probability inside

a nucleus and the larger nuclear matter effect are expected.

   It should be noted that the production of ip meson with a nuclear target is not

well studied so far. The cross section of particle productions with a nuclear target

normally follows the relation, a(A) == a(1) Å~Aa, where A is the nuclear mass number.

In the production of the J/th and the Drell-Yan lepton-pairs, (M is c}ose to unity in

high energy, as measured in the pa-Fpa- pairs by Binkley et al. in 300-GeV/c n + A

interaction [12]. Te produce those partic!es it requires partonic interaetions like

g +g -> J/ip or q+ gM ----> 7', i.e. the production is supposed to be perturbative and

all the nucleons in a nucleus contribute equally to the productiolt. In the production

of 7r, p and w mesons a is almost 2/3, which corresponds to the projective surface

area of a nucleus. Those particles, consiseing of light u(ti) and d(d) quarks, are

produced in ehe fragmentation, and the yield is supposed to be govemed by the

first collision of an incident proton whose mean free path iR nuclei is much shorter

than the typical nuc}ear radius. On the producÅíion of ip meson Binkley et al. alse
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showed cr to be O.66Å}O.03, close to 2/3. However, identification of the di meson here

was not perfect due to the poor mass resolution. Bailey et al. measured the mass

number dependence of the ip production in the K+K-channel in 120-GeV/c p + A

interaction and obtained a =: O.86 Å} e.02 [l31. Aleev et al. measured ip --> K+K-

decays in 70-GeV n+A interaction and obtained a == O.81 Å}O.06 [14]. All the ip

productions mentioned above were measured in the kinernatical region of O S xF S

O.3 and e S pT S 1 GeV/c. No measurement of the target mass dependence of the

ip meson production had been performed in the region of xF gO, close to the target

rapidity.

  The simultaneous measurements of ip -- K+K- and ip --> e+eww channels being

planned in the present experiment can cancel the effect of unknown production

mechanism by taking the ratio of the A-dependence between the both channels, and

the media effect on the produced ip mesons can be extracted. It is, however, very

important and interesting to study the nuclear dependence of the production itself,

to understand how the nature of the ip reveals in the nuclear interaction.

  The experiment E325 has been designed to explore the physics discussed above.

The spectrometer newly built for the experlment is located at ehe primary beam line

of KEK 12--GeV Proton Synchrotron. The special emphases are put on the detection

of slowly moving ip mesons (67t.b S 2 ) which have a larger probability to decay

inside a nucleus, and the simultaneous measurements of ip -> K+K- decays and ip -->

e+e- decays in the same apparatus. It should be noted that high quality primary

beam on thin targets is needed to suppress the background from or-conversion in the

e+e- channel.

  We started the construction of the spectrometer on June 1996. The engineering

run was performed on November 1996, and the first physics run was executed in

June 1997, focusing on the ip -> K+K- decay channel. The results from the run in

1997 are reported in this manuscript.

  In Chapter 2, the experimental procedure is described. The analyses procedures

are preseneed in Chapter 3. The invariant mass spectra of Åë meson and the mass

number dependence of the productien cross section are preseRted and discussed in

Chapter 4. The conclusion is in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Procedure

The experiment was performed using 12-GeV primary proton beam at the EPI-B

beam line in High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK).

  Rear GC
Rear EM ca

Side EM cal

 Barrel DC

Front GC

   CDC

1 Cherenkov

C
Hodoscope
Counter

Start Timing
Counter

beam

4x
lOOOmm

       target

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the E325 spectrometer, the top view.

  Figure 2.1 and 2.2 show a schematic layout of the experiment. Beam protons

were delivered to three targets ( carbon, lead, and polyethylene ) placed in-line at

the center of the spectrometer magnet.

  The spectrometer has two arms for the kaon and electron detection, sharing

the magnet and the tracking devices as common. The kaon arms cover from Å}120

to Å}540 horizontally and Å}60 vertically, where the horizontal angle was measured

from the x-axis, the nominal beam-linet, and the vertical angle was measured from

the xy-plane (horizontal plane). The electron arms have a much larger acceptance

covering from Å}120 to Å}900 horizontally and Å}220 vertically.

  The trajectories and momenta of K+K-pairs and e+e-pairs from tP-meson de-

cays were determined with the Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC) and the Bar-

  tln this manuscript, we adopt the right handed coordinate system of which the origin is at the
center of the spectrometer magnet, the x-axis is the nominal beam direction, and the z-axis is
vertical pointing upwatrd.
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       Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the E325 spectrometer. The cross
       section along the 33 degrees line, the center of the kaon arm, is

       shown.

rel Drift Chambers (BDC). Kaons were identified with the Time-Of-Flight (TOF)

method using the Start Timing Counters (STC) and the Forward TOF Counters

(FTOF) in the off-line analysis. The Aerogel Cerenkov counters (AC) and the Ho-

doscope Counters (HC) were used with FTOF for the on-line trigger to select kaons.

Electron identification was performed with the segmented Gas Cerenkov counters

(FrontGC / RearGC) and the lead glass EM Calorimeters (SideEMC / RearEMC).

Detail descriptions are given in the following subsections.

2.1 Beamline

The beam Iine EPI-B was specially designed for the primary beam usage requiring

small beam halo. The schematic view of the beam-line components is shown in

Figure 2.3. In typical operation, a small fraction (1/100) of protons were extracted

from PS for the duration of 1.8 sec (spill) with a repetition period of 4 sec. About

2 Å~ 10iO of protons in the ring were delivered to the first vertical collimator IV

where the intensity was reduced to one-tenth and the primary image of the beam

was defined together with the horizontal collimator 2H. The beam intensity was

controlled by changing the aperture of the collimator IV. The beam was transported
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Figure 2.3: EPI-B beam line at KEK-PS North Counter Hall. The
collimator positions are indicated with arrows.

to the final focusing point at the center of the spectrometer magnet, where we

obtained the beam spot size of 7 mm in FWHM as shown in Fig 2.4. To compensate

the beam deflection in the spectrometer magnet, the beam was tilted in the bending

magnet B22 from the nominal beam line. At the target point the beam angle is O.9

degrees from the nominal beam line.

   The spectrometer was designed for the operation with 1 Å~ 109 proton/sec on O.19o

interaction target. For the data described in this paper, we used typical intensity of

1.1 Å~ 108 proton/sec with the ipteraction rate of 1.0 Å~ 106/sec because in this period

we triggered only K+K- pairs and thin target-thickness to suppress the background

electrons was not required. In this period, the spill duration was shortened to 1.2

sec (with a 4-sec repetition period) due to the power supply problem in PS.

   Since we did not count b'eam protons particle by particle because of the high

intensity, beam intensity was monitored with 10% accuracy using an ionization

chamber [15] located just after the spectrometer.

]]{
soc:

ieo

70P

-   FWHM=7mme
               o                -]a -lo -l o O iO 10 (mm}O

Figure 2.4: Reconstructed beam profile in the y-axis (horizontal).
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2.2 Target and target chamber

Lead, carbon and polyethylene were used as target materials. Polyethylene [(CH2).]

is used to obtain an effective hydrogen target with CH2-C subtraction. Their dimen-

sions as well as other properties are listed in Table 2.1. These targets were placed

in-line at the center of the spectrometer magnet by 42 mm apart each other. The

interaction length is O.589o in total summed over the three targets.

target width height thickness mteractlon
length

radiation

Iength
Polyethylene
Carbon
Lead

25mm
25mm
25mm

20mm
20mm
20mm

O.18g/cm (rv 2mm)
O.20g/cm2(nJ lmm)
O.23g/cm2(tv O.2mm)

O.23%
O.23oro

O.12oro

O.40 oro

O.46 %
3.65 %

                      Table 2.1: Target propertjes.

  The schematic view of the target support is shown in Figure 2.5. Lead and

carbon foils were held by a pair of 1-mm-thick polyethylene stays which sandwiched

each target foil at its lower edge. The longer stay was used as the polyethylene

                                                   25mm
                                                  H          polyethylene lead carbon

beam-va.

11I

rotate

.

acryl rod

polyethylene
stay

   SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW

Figure 2.5: Targets and target holder.
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Figure 2.6: Beam pipe and target chamber.

target as it was. The target holder was rotated in every 48 hours to minimize the

position dependence of the acceptance for each target.

   Primary proton beam was delivered to the experimental area through a vacuum

beam pipe. At 4.6 m upstream the center of the spectrometer magnet, the vacuum

was terminated with a 200 uin-thick mylar window, and followed by a helium-fi11ed

beam pipe. The pipe was directly connected to the target chamber as shown in Fig

2.6. In the target chamber the exit windows to the detector acceptance were covered

with 50 pam-thick mylar windows. Downstream the target charnber, a helium-filled

beam pipe of 5.5 m long followed. At the end of this pipe, the ionization chamber

was mounted for the beam intensity monitoring.

2.3 Spectrometermagnet

The spectrometer magnet was a dipole type recycled from the cyclotron magne".

The pole gap and the diameter were modified to 907 mm and l760 mm, respectively.

The height of the magnet is 3980 mm, with the width of 5655 mm and the depth of

2120 mm. Other dimensions can be seen in Figure 2.7.

   The magnetic field strength was O.71 T at the center of the spectrometer magnet

and fBdl was about O.81 Tm from the center to the radius of 1600 mm where the

  tthe PE!;equency Modulation Cyc}otron from Institute of Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo.
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Figure 2.7: Spectrometer magnet.

tracking chambers BDC were located.
   We found a good agreement within O.2% in the difference of fBdl between the

field measurements and the three-dimensional field calculation using TOSCA which

performed the finite element analysis [16]. We thus used the calculated field map

for the momentum determination. Systematic error in the momentum 6p/p due to

the field-map uncertainty was evaluated to be within O.2% as shown in Figure 2.8,

which were obtained by generating particle trajectories with the measured map,
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      Figure 2.8: Comparison of the measured magnetic field map and
      the calculated map. Particles were generated with the measured
      map and reconstructed with the calculated map. The ratios, the
      reconstructed momentum over the input momentum, are plotted as
      a function of the vertical angle in (A) and the horizontal angle in
      (B). The histogram (C) gives the projection of all the ratios.
                g..

reconstructing them with the calculated map, and comparing the input momen--

tum with the reconstructed momentum. The generated particles covered all the

acceptance and the momentum region from e.5 GeV/c to 2.0 GeV/c.

2.4 [IlrackingChambers

Trajectories of charged particles were determined with the Cylindrical Drift Cham-

ber (CDC) and the two sets of the Barrel Drift Chambers (BDC). [['he Kaon Drift

Chambers (KDC) were prepared to discard kaon decays. The KDCs were not oper-

ational for the data taking period of the present analysis.

   Figure 2.9 shows the schematic view of CDC whose outer diameter is 1760 mm,

the inner diameter is 800 mm and the height is 840 mrn.
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   The CDC was placed on the pole piece of the spectrometer magnet, and the

targets were placed at the center. The CDC covers from Å}12 degrees to Å}132

degrees horizontally and Å} 23 degrees vertically with 10 layers of drift cells.

   The drift-cell structure is shown in Figure 2.10. The wires were held with a

metalic feedthrough on the ceramic boards which have printed circuit patterns on

them. The ceramic boards were mounted on the end plates made of aluminum.

Each cel} in all the layers had the same angular coverage of 1.5 degrees with respect

to the target, and the same radial depth of 10 mm.

   The layers were grouped into three. The first 3 layers (X, X', U) were in the

radial region of 445 to 475 mm, the next 4 layers (V, V', X, X') were in 602.5 to

642.5 mm, and the last 3 layers (U, X, X') were in 800 to 830 mm. In the X and the

X' layers the wires were vertical and in the U and the V layers the wires were tilted

by about Å} O.1 radian (see Table 2.2 for detail). In the U layer, the top end of the

wire were at a lager angle with respect to the beam axis than the bottom end. In

the V layer the tilt angle was opposite.

   The end plates of CDC looks like a staircase as shown in Figure 2.9, so that all

the layers have an almost same coverage in the vertical angle in order to limit the
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cell is shown with a box with a sense wire at the center
is shown as a circle).

Each drift
(sense wire

layer 1wire direction X
radial location ofthe sense 445
  wire position(mm)
cell width(degree) 1.5
cell width(mm) ll.65
tilt angle(radian) O
number of sense wire 81

2

X'
455

1.5

11.91

o
81

3

U
475

1,5

12,43
O.li27
77

4

v
602.5

1.5

15.77
O.1116

5

v'
612.5

1.5

l6.e4
O.1!35

76177(*) 77176(*)

6

x
632.5

1.5

16.55
o

81

78X' U
642.5 800

1.5

16.82
o

81

1.5

20.94
O.ll74
77

9

x
820

1.5

21.47
 2g

10
X'
830

 73ia
(')left-arm and right-arm

Table 2.2 : CDC configuration.
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sensitive region of the wires only to the spectrometer acceptance.

   The BDCs had 90-degrees arc-shaped endplates at the top and the bottom which

are supported by 3 aluminum bars as shown in Figure 2.11. The inner radius was
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1570 rrim, the outer radius was 1680 mm, and the height was 1420 mm. These cham-

bers were placed outside FGC to cover from Å}6 degrees to Å}96 degrees horizoRtal}y

and Å}23 degrees vertically. There were 4 layers of drift cells (X, X', U, V) with a

cell structure as shown in Figure 2.12. The drift cells in all the four layers had the

same angular coverage of O.75 degrees with respect to the center of the arc, i.e. the

target position. They had the same radial depth of 10 mrn.

   Gas mixture of argon (50oro) and ethane (50%) was used for the operation of CDC

and BDCs. The anode wires were gold-plated tungsten of 3opmip and the potential

wires were Be-Cu of leOpamip for the both chambers. The detail characteristics of

CDC and BDC are summarized in Table 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.

layer lwire direction Xlecation of sense wire 1590
  from the center of the arc(mm)

cell width(degree) O.75
cell width(mm) 20.81
tilt angle(radian) O
number of sense wire 116

2

x'
1600

O.75
20.94
o

116

3

U
1620

O.75
21.21
O.1058
109

4

v
1640

O.75
21.47
O.1071
109

Table 2.3: BDC configuration.

   To obtain a track coordinate from measured drift time, following procedures were

carried out. Adjustment of.relative time zero (TO) of all the wires was performed

by pulsing all the pre-amplifiers via a test input. The average of the obtained peak

was subtracted from the measured drift tiine in each channel. We obtained the

reference x-t relation (corre}ation of the measured time and the drift length) with

use of the drift chamber simulation code Garfield [17]. We then iteratively adjusted

the common TO offset and the scaling factors of drift velocity. The scaling factors

were chosen to be same for the cells with the same drift distance. For the iteration

we used residuals from the tracks obtained by the fitting using the Runge-Kutta

method as described in Section 3.3.

   We obtained the position resolution of typically less than 400 pam as shown in

Figure 2.13. The detail performance of each layer is summarized in Table 2.4 and

2.5.

   Through the fitting procedure the eMciency of each layer was also deterrnined.

The eficiency of a cirtain layer, S(layer), is defined as follows:

                    8(layer) = N.it/(N.ff(layer) + Nau)
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Figure 2.13:

 O e5 1 1.s 1      residuql(rnm)

CDC resolution.

layer
wire direction
typical resolution
(pm rms)
typical eMciency(%)

1

x
440

96

23X' U
380 290

93 61

4567v v' x x'350 35e 350 350

95 92 88 91

8

U
310

77

9

x
350

90

10

x'
410

80

Table 2.4 : CDC performance.

layer
wire direction
typical resolution
(pm rms)
typical eMciency(9o)

1234x x' u v370 35e 110 120

90 87 70 69

Table 2.5 : BDC performance.

Here, N.it denotes the number of tracks having hits in all the layers of the chambers

(CDC or BDC). And N.ff(layer) denotes the number of track missing only one hit

in the relevant layer. It should be noted that this evaluation procedure inc}udes

possible difference of the track reconstruction eMciency between the layers. The

results are summarized in Table 2.4 and 2.5. Typical efiiciency in the X and the X'

layers was 9e%, and 7e % in the U and the V layers within 3% of variations.

   The alignment of BDCs against CDC was determined using straight tracks in

the data taken without magnetic field. By adjustinff the position in t,he xv-nla,ne

and the rotation angle around the z-axis, we achieved the agreement within 200pam

between the hit position in BDCs and the extrapolated position from the straight

tracks obtained with the CDC hlt positions.
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   To evaluate the achieved tracking performance, A - p7r- decays were studied.

In Figure 2.14, the invariant mass spectrum of pT- pairs are plotted. We required

the decay points were more than 20 mm apart from tihe target. The clear peak of A

shows the mass resolution of 2.2 MeV/c2.
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By rescaliltg this mass resolution by taking account of the differences in the

Coulomb scattering effects and in the momentum distributions of protons, pions

and kaons, we evaluated the mass resolution of the ip ---> K+K- invariant mass to

be 1.2 MeV/c2 , which iS slightly worse than the designed values (1.1 MeV/c2) but

good enough for the present analysis.

  The peak value of the Gaussian fit is 1115.11 MeV/c2, which is slightly differ-

ent from the mass of A in the literatHre [l8], ll15.68 MeV/c2. This implies that

there caR be some systematic errors remaining in the invariant mass due to the

momentum determination, which corresponds to less than e.3 MeV/c2 in the ip ->

K+K-channel.

2.5 Kaon ldentification Counters

2.5.! Scintillation Counters

Since we did not count the beam particles, the start timing was given by the Start

Timing Counters (STC), placed at 380 mm from the center of the spectrometer

magnet. The STC consisted of 8 segments of scintillator in each arm.

   One segment was 400 mm in height, 40 mm in width and 3 mm in thickness.
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The STC covered from Å}12 degrees to Å}60 degrees horizontally. They were read

bue with a pair of 2-inch fine-mesh PMT's from the top and the bottom ends. At

this location the magnetic field strength was e.7' T.

   The Forward Time-Of-Flight counters (Frl"OF) were used to give the stop timing.

The FTOF consisted of 16 segments of scintillator in each arm. Those covered from

Å}12 degrees to Å}54 degrees horizontally and Å}6 degrees vertically. We used two

types of scintillator slabs, one was 8eO mm in height, 200 mm in width and 30 mm

in thickness and the other was 800 mm in height, 170 mm in width and 20 mm

in thickness as summarized in Table 2.6. The slabs were arrayed being alternately

staggered with an overlap of 2 mm. The time resolution obtained with the STC-

F[I'OF combinations was typically 400 psect.

   In combination with the F"lrOF counters, the Hodoscope Counters(HC) were

used to determine the sign of charged particles in the lst-level trigger. And in the

2nd-}evel trigger, HC were prepared to determine a rough momentum of particles

and make the kaon selection possible with the fi measurements using FTOF. How-

ever, the more simplified version of ehe 2nd-level trigger }ogic was used and the

HC were not used for the 2nd-leve} trigger in the experimental period descri5ed in

this manuscript. Detail of the 2nd Ievel trigger is described in Section 2.8. The

HC consisted of 28 segments of scintillator in each arrn, and one segment was 2000

counter
shape
distance from the target(mm)
horizontal coverage(degree)
vertical coverage (degree)

number of segments
   height(mm)
   width(mm)
   thickness(mm)
   horizontal coverage(degree)

STC
arc
380
6rv60
Å}30
8

400
40
3

6

HC
arc
2615
6tv60
Å}22

28
2000
70
5

1.5

AC
rectangular
3312.5
6rv54
Å}6

16
(706)

160
(125)

N2.7

F[['OF
rectangular

3951
6rw54
Å}6

16

800
200/170
30/20
rv2.7

PMT (Hamamatsu )
   for the readout

H6154 Hl161 H6527
(R5504) (R329-02) (R1250)

Hl949
(R1828-Ol)

Tab}e 2.6: The structure of the trigger counters, STC, HC, AC and
FTOF. The dimensions of AC are the volume of aerogel.

  tThe time resolution was deteriorated in S[l]C due to the pulse height decTease in the magnetic

field. The reso}ution improved to 200 psec after the modification of STC by changing the scintillator

thickness from 3 rnm to 5 mm.
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mm in height, 70 mm in width and 5 mm in thickness. They covered from Å}12

degrees to Å}54 degrees horizontally, and were placed 2615mm from the center of the

spectrometer magnet.

2.5.2 Aerogel Cerenkov Counters

                  'For the kaon trigger, the Aerogel eerenkov counters (AC) were located just in front

of the FTOF counters. Each AC was divided into 16 segments which geometrically

matched with the FTOF segmentation.

   The AC used about 500 litters of aerogel in total, with an active volume of

706 mm in height, 2640 mm in width and 125 mm in thickness in each arm, as

summarized in Table 2.6. The aerogel was produced at the auto-crave facility in

Mori-Seiyu Co. Ltd, by introducing new technology to produce hydrophobic aerogel

[19]. The attenuation Iength of the aerogel is 25Å}4 mm at 400 nm. This is long

enough to adopt the light collection scheme for Cerenkov photons, as shown in Figure

2.15.
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                                      Ot 1oo 2co 300 4co 50o 6eo ]oo eoo
                                       4o ADC counts                                     thresbokl leve1

          iooo.. Figure 2•16: Pulse height distribution
                   ' of AC for the l.4 GeV/c T+ and proton.
Figure 2.15: One segment of the Aero- When we set the threshold at O.5 pho-
gel eerenkov Counter and the light col- toelectron level the eMciency for pion

lection scheme. is 99-O%.
   The index of aerogel we made is 1.034Å}O.O04, corresponding to the momentum

threshold of O.53 GeV/c for pions. The efficiency of AC was measured to be 99%

for pions at 1.4 GeV/c as demonstrated in Figure 2.16. The details of the aerogel

production and the counter design can be found in the reference [201.
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2.6 EIectron ldentification Counters

The counters to identify electrons are other key elements of this spectrometer. The

present analysis uses only kaon-identification counters so that the simple descriptions

are given here.

   Electrons are identified as a coincidence signal of the two stages of the electron-

identification counters. The front stage is two sets of the gas eerenkov counters

called FGC which cover from Å} 6 degrees to Å}90 degrees horizontally and segmented

into l3 units in each arm. The vertical acceptance covers Å}23 degrees. The rear

stage is different according to the acceptance regions. In the kaon-arm acceptance,

the rear stage is also the gas eerenkov counters called RGC which has 7 segments in

each arm matching with the FGC segmentation. The cross section of the electron-

identification counters in the kaon acceptance is schematically shown in Figure 2.17,

together with the light collection scheme in the gas eerenkov counters.

WinstonCorn

3" FmeMesh PMT

2ndrcfiectio miffor

LeadGlassCalorinrcter

li(

lmt :.mstfl[ection

.
700mm

u

WinstonCorn

refi"ctionmirrot

Figure 2.17: The cross section of FGC, RGC and REMC.
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   Both types of the Gas Cerenkov counters use isobutane (n=:1.00127) as ra-

diator. Aluminum evaporated mirrors and Winston funnels are used to collect
eerenkov photons. In FGC to operate under the magnetic field of O.2T, 3-inch

fine-mesh PMT's are used. Since the vertica} acceptance is smaller iR the kaon arm

than in the electron arrr}, the rear lead-glass EM calorimeters (REMC) are placed to

cover the rest of the acceptance as seen in Figure 2.17. The REMC's use the lead-
                                '               'glass (SF6W) counters recycled from the EM calorimeter of TOPAZ at TRISTAN.
              tt   In the herizontal angular regions larger than 57 degrees are covered with the Iead-

glass counters called SideEMC (SEMC), using also the TOPAZ EM calorimeters.

The layout is shown in Figure 2.18, We disassembled the TOPAZ ealorimeter mod-

ules and used only the lead-glass blocks. We reshaped and repolished the blocks in

Tochigi Nikon Corporation into a rectangular shape from the original tapered shape.

Five units of the Iead-glass blocks were stacked vertically and glued by epoxy resin

to form one segment unit of the calorimeter viewed by a pair of PMT's from the

top and the bottom ends. Cerenkov phoÅíons from an EM shower are transported to

the PMT's by total refiection along the surface of the lead glass. The SEMC's are

a hodoscope-like structure with 9 segments in each arm. They are Iocated behind

BDC and fixed onto the return yoke of the spectrometer magnet.

EM
s

rcfiecti minor

.7oomm

EM shower

Figure 2.18: The eross section of FGC and SEMC.
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   The pion rejection efiiciency and electron identification eMciency of these coun-

ters are summarized in Tab}e 2.7. In the combination of the front and the rear stage,

pions are rejected to about 10-3 which satisfies the requirement of the ip - e-}-em

decay measurements.

. FGC RGCREMCSEMC
pion rejection eMciency(9o)

electron ID eMciency(%)
6gg 5gg ogg ogg

Table 2.7: Performance of the electron identification counters. For

REMC and SEMC, the values are for ehe momentum range greater
than 50eMeV/c.
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Figure 2.19: The assumed kinematical distributlons of the ip meson

production. The dependence of xF , pT , rapidity and 6oriab are
shown. The spectrometer acceptance is shown as hatched areas
after mukiplied by factor 25. The vertical axes are in an arbitrary

unit.
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2.7 Spectrometer acceptance '

The spectrometer acceptance was optimized to gain the acceptance for ip mesons

with low fiort.b to maximize the decay probability inside nucleus. In the optimization

we adopted the pT and the xF distributions measured in the 11.75-GeV/c pp -" ppip

reaction [211, since the kinematical distribution of the ip production is unknown in

12-GeV p + A interaction.

   Figure 2.19 shows the resu}ts of Monte Carlo calculations, the xF , pT , rapidity

and rs7t.b dependences of the assumed distribution, together with the same distri-

butions of the detected events in the spectrometer in the ip ---> K+K- decay mode.

Typical acceptance is 1.0 % with a peak around 67i.b = 2. For low energy ip rnesons,

the acceptance decreases due to the kaon decays.

2.8 Tbeigger

Three-Ievel trigger logic was adopted to obtain the K+Krmevents in the experimental

period described in this manuscript. The scheme of the trigger logic is shown in

Figure 2.20.
Counters

Discrirninators

og
Pretrigger

go
lst level
trlgger

Go

eventlatch

esetgat
opeOOpsec

ethay reset

reset

frontend
{TKOADCITDC}

data
transfer
start

ltg::;ter.IZ.di

Go

start

2nd level
trigger

reset  l reset

controler

digitized
 data

mernory
rnodule
CVME-SMP)

Figure 2.20: 'I]rigger scheme.
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   The Pre-trigger (Oth-leve} trigger) was used to open the gate of all the ADC

and the TDC modules. At this Ievel the logic was made of NIM 'modules defining

two-track candidates by requiring at least one hit in STC and at least two hits both

Sn FTOF and HC, where FTOF hits were required not to be accompanied with a

AC hit in the same arm. The decision time in this level was 30 nsec.

FTOFID
16 i5 14 11 12 11 10 9 s 7 6 5 4 ) 2 1

i + H
2 + HH
3 + H-
a + + HH -mne

s + + Hmm
6 + HH-
1 -}- HHmu m
8 + HHm
9 + HH-
to + + H- -
11 + HH rm

7 12 + + H Tff.

i] + HH-S 14 + + H-8 IS + H "H" 'Åí
16 + HH- -
17 + H- -
IS + + HH-mm ff
l9 + + H- -
2e + HH-
21 + HHm
22 + HH-
2] + Hll m
24 + + Hrm -
25 + HHrm
2S + Km
21 HR-
2e Hpm -

Figure 2.21: The pattern of the matr!x coincidence in the lst-level

trigger logic. 'H' means 'high momentum', and '+' and '-' are for
the positive and negative tracks, respectively.

   Pions whose momentum are greater than O.53 GeV/c generate a signal in AC.

The AC signal was used to veto those pions. It should be noted that in the present

data the logic worked as an AC hit vetoed all the FrlrOF counters in the same

arm. This simplified veto logic caused overkilling of the events when other pions

entered in the same arm as the kaon. The rate of the overkilling was evaluated in

the off-line ana}ysis using the data taken without the AC veto. We found that the

survived event rate from the overkilling were 39.2Å}O.6%, 38.8Å}O.69o, 45.7Å}O.5% for

the targets, polyethylene, carbon and lead, respectivelyt. This values were used to

  tThe fact, that the lead target•has a smaller overkilling rate thaR carbon, looks contradict}y to
the multiplicity increases with the mass nttmber. According to reference [23], measuring the the
paTticle productions in 4-GeV p + A interaction, the increase of mu}tiplicity is due to the proton
production and the pion multiplicity tends to decrease with the mass number due to the pion
absorption by nucleus.
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                                                'correct the target dependence of the production cross section of ip meson .

   rl]he lst-level trigger was a matrix-coincidence logic of FTOF and HC to select

oppositely-charged track-pairs. This Iogic was implemented with the hand-made

modules using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA, Lattice ispLSi 3256). The

decision time in this level was about 250 nsec. The charge of the track candidates

was determined as the matrix pattern shown in Figure 2.21, where '+' and '-' are

the determined signs and 'H' denotes a high momentum track with an undefined

charge. At least one positive and one negative track were required, and the high

mementum track (H) were considered to be either charge, i.e., +-, +H, H- and

HH combinations were allowed. This requirement covered the momentum range
greater than O.4 GeV/c. The lst--level trigger logic worked in parallel with the eth-

level trigger Iogic. When these conditions were not satisfied, this logic generated a

reset signal to the digitizer modules. Typical reduction on the trigger rate was 25oro.

   The 2nd-leve} trigger used the timing information from the FTOF counters and

select particles with their velocity. A timing window was set commonly for all the

F[[iOF counters to exclude the particles outside the TOF range set for kaons whose

momentum was in the range from e.5 to 1.2 GeV/c. This logic was started by the

accepted lst-level signal. When the condition was not satisfied, this logic generates

the reset signal to the digitizer modules. The decision time in this level was less

ehan 100 pasec. By this trigger, we obtained 55 EYo reduction in the trigger rate, and

observed K+Krmpair enhancement of factor 4 in the final data sample compared

with the case when only the lst-Ievel trigger was applied.

   This logic was also implemented with the hand-made modules [221 using FPGA's

(Xilinx XC3190A) together with the fast timing measurements done by the Lecroy

FERA/FELET modules. r]]he 2nd }evel trigger was adopted paTtially during the

data taking period.

   When the reset signal from the lst- and the 2nd-level trigger were not issued

in 300pasec, the data transfer sequence from the digitizer modules to the memory

module was started. Typical transfer time was 300pasec.

   Typical trigger rates of each level are shown in Table 2.8. The Oth- and the

lst-leve} triggers were down-sca}ed and recorded through the data taking period.

Typical "live time" of the data acquisition was 209o.
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trlgger
logic

decision time
typical request rate(/spill)

Oth

NIM
3ens
12K

lst

FPGA(Lattice)
25ens

9K

2nd
FPGA(XilinX)
100ptsec

4K

                  Table 2.8: 'Ilirigger rate summary.

2.9 DataAcquisition

Online Data Acquisition was controlled with Hewlett-Packard Model 743, on-board

workstation (HP) in the VME crate. Operating Systern HP-RT 2.e was running on

this workstation. The schematic view of the data acquisition system is shown in

Figure 2.22.

  All the event data from the spectrometer were digitized with TKO modules

[24], which are the KEK standard. The CAMAC modules were used to record the

status of the experiment such as scaler counts of the detectors. Data from the

TKO modules were transferred event by event to the VME-SMP memory modules

                                                 CAMAC
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Figure 2.22:

    and humaR interEace of DAQ)

The schematics of the data acquisition system.
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in the VME crate. Typical transfer time was 3ee pa sec. The CAMAC modules were

controlled via Kinetic K3922 Crate Controller and Kinetic K2917 CAMAC-VME

interface in the VME crate.

   During the beam-off period between two spills, the data on the VME--SMP mod-

ules and the CAMAC rr}odules were transferred to HP via VME-bus, and then

written to the Digital Audio Tape connected with HP via SCSI. The start timing of

this transfer sequence was given by the spill-end signal from the accelerator. Typical

transferred data size was about IM byte per spill, corresponding to leOO events per

spill.

   Data were monitored using the on-Iine analysis program written in the Sun

SPARCstation-2 workstation. Sample Data were transferred from HP through Eth-

ernet using the TCP/IP protocol.

Chapter 3

Analysis

The analysis has been performed for the data collected for 15 days in June 1997,

and the results are reported in this manuscript. This period was the first physics

run of this spectrometer system.

   We collected about 110 Å~ 108 events in the kaon pair trigger using 1.12 Å~ 105 spills

                            'corresponding to 1.54 Å~ lei3 protons on target. After the necessary calibrations

and the alignment as described in the previous chapter, we performed a simpie

track reconstruction which based on ehe quadratic fitting on the hit positions in

CDC, and the BDC hits were connected to the track. As the first step of the event

reduction, we required at ieast one positive and one negative charged tracks to be

reconstructed with the position matching with a FTOF hit. About 3 Å~ 106 events

survived this process.

   NexÅí, good tracks were selected with the timing information from Åíhe scintilla-

tion counters. Timing infomation given by the FTOF and the HC counters, which

geometrically matched with the tracks found in CDC, was used to discard fake track

candidates such as ones going out of the vertical acceptance of the kaon arms. Since

no vertical position information were used in our trigger scheme, the vertical infor-

mation is effective to reduce the backgrottnd tracks. At this stage, we required the

track pairs to have the TOF values consistent with kaoR. Since the simple morr}en-

tum determined only with ehe CDC hits is not precise, we required calculated mass
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m to be in the range of O.2 < m < O.8 GeV/c2. About 4 Å~ le4 events survived after

this requirements, including 1.2 Å~ 104 events in which the both charged tracks were

in the same arm.

   In the last step, the survived tracks were fitted with the Runge-Kutta method

and their momenta were determined. They were used to obtain the invariant mass

distribution of the K+K-pairs. Detail descriptions of the analysis procedure are

given below.

3.1 [llrackreconstruction

The track reconstruction was performed in three steps. First, the track candidates

were searched in CDC in the horizontal plane using only the X-X' layers. The

candidate mHst have at least 5 hits from the 6 X-X' layers.

   Usually a hit in the drift time reeorder was regarded as two independent hits

in the drift space to include the left-right ambiguity. When the X-X' combinations

allowed to select either drift direction, those two hits were regarded as one hit-pair.

   Then a}l the possible combinations of the hits or the hit-pairs were compared

in terms of the x2 with the quadratic fit. The best-x2 candidate was selected as a

horizontal track for each hit or hit-pair in the inner X-X' layers.

   Second, the tik layers in CDC were searched for each horizontag track. At least

3 tilted wires were required from the two U and two V layers. In principle, the track

candidate having the best x2 was picked up as a spatial track among all the possible

combinations of the U-V layers for each horizontal track selected above.

   Since there was a tendency that ehe 3-hits combinations in the U--V layers had

smaller x2 than the 4-hit combinations, we adopted a selection algorithm as follows.

We compared the 3-hit combinations and the 4-hit combinations independent!y.

When the best 3-hit combination was the subset of the best 4-hit combination we

select the 4-hit combination as a spatial track, otherwise candidate having the small-

est x2 was selected. For all the spatial tracks we adopted the x2 cut corresponding

to the redllced x2 being better than 4.5.

   Third, BDC hits were searched for the tracks found in CDC. We extrapolated the

CDC spatial track to BDC, where the extrapolation was approximated empirically

with the mornentum and the vertical angle of the CDC track.

   In BDCs, possible hit combination$ consisted of at least 3 hits from the 4 layers

(X,X',U,V) were made. For each CDC track extrapolation, the horizonta} position

and the horizontal incident ang}e at BDC were cornpared with those obtained with
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the BDC hit combinations to select track candidates. The position and the ang}e

matching are plotted in Figure 3.1 aitd 3.2 together with the cut positions. Those

were obtained as follows.

   To select the best BDC hit combination for each CDC track, we made a linear fit

ll

t t
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Figure 3.1: BDC position matchin
CDC tracks. The arrows indicate
cut reglon.
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Figure 3.2: BDC angle matching to the
CDC tracks. The arrows indicate the
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on the hit positions of a}1 the 4 BDC layers projected to the xy-plane and obtained a

x2 value. The hits in the U-V layers were projected using the track height informa-

tion obtained from the extrapolated CDC track. If the BDC hit combination had

both U and V hits (double-tilt combination), the height difference between the U hit

and the V hit was also obtained as shown in Figure 3.3 using the horizontal pesition

of the extrapolated CDC track. We selected candidates in the cut windows shown

in Figure 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. When more than two candidates existed, we picked up

one with the best x2 value as follows.

   Among the single-tilt combinations containing either U or V hit, the candidate

having the best x2 in the xy-plane was selected from those satisfied the horizontal

position and the angle matching. For the double-tilt combinations, the candidate

having the least height difference was selected. When the best single-tilt combina-

tion was the subset of the best double-tilt combination, we selected the double-tilt

combination as a real track, otherwise a candidate having ehe smallest x2 was se-

lected. Sometimes a BDC hit combination was shared by two or more CDC tracks.

Then we chose the CDC track giving the best matching parameter (the smallest

height difference for the double-tik combination or the smallests x2 for the single-

tilt combinations). When there are two or more tracks have a common hit, we

selected best x2 candidate in the CDC fitting and discarded others.

3.2 Ceunter matching with simple tracks

Before starting the time-consuming Runge-Kutta fitting, the simple counter match-

ing with the track position was performed with an approximated trajectory of the

track in order to reduce the number of events to be processed. The trajectory was

approximated to a cirele in the xy--plane in CDC and a line tangent to the circle

was defined at the most outer layer in CDC. A cross point of the line at the counter

position were corrected empirically from the data and the position matching is re--

quired to be within two units of the counter segmentation as shown in Figure 3.4.

Additionally, we required both the FTOF and the HC hits had good vertical cor-

relations each other ( in Figure 3.5 ) and with the CDC track. When multiple

combinations existed in the matching windows, one with the best correlation in the

vertical directions were selected.

   Counters selected in this simple method agree with those selected with the tra-

jectories obtained by the Runge-Kutta method within 95%.
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Figure 3.5: Vertical correlation be-
tween the FTOF hits and the HC hits
connected to the same CDC track.

3.3 'Iteack fitting

The track candidates were fitted finally with the Runge-Kutta method and their

momenta were determined. 'Ih ack tracing was performed in a 50-mm step using the

magnetic field map calculated with TOSCA. The tracing started from the initial

coordinates on the surface of a virtual cylinder of 100 mm in radius placed vertically

at the center of the spectrometer magnet. The initial position and three components

of the momentum vector were determined by the track found in CDC.

   The search for the track parameters was performed using the minimization code

MINUIT [25] to minimize the x2. The reduced x2 distribution is plotted in Figure

3.6. Using these tracks, invariant mass spectra of the K+K-pairs were reconstructed

as described in the following chapter.

   We have evaluated the multiplicity dependence of the track reconstruction eM-

ciency since it is important to obtain the mass number dependence of the production

cross section. First we examined the FTOF hit-multiplicity dependence of the track-

reconstruction eMciency, and found that the difference of the eMciency was less than

10% between the multiplicity of 2 and 3 in one arm. When we observed a K+K-pair

in one arm, the difference of the average values of the FTOF hit-multiplicity of the

arm was only 2% between the carbon and the lead target data. Thus this effect is

negligible in the present analysis.
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3.4 Particle identification and target determination

After the Runge-Kutta fitting, the tracks were again required to have the position

matching with HC and FTOF. The matching was required to be within 2 units of
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the counter segment horizontally for HC and FTOF as shown in Figure 3.7 (A), and

within about O.05 radian vertically for F[IrOF as shown in Figure 3.7 (C), where z

position of FTOF was obtained by the timing difference between the top PMT and

the bottom PMT.

   "]]he length L from S ["C to FTOF aloRg the trajectory was also obtained in the

Runge-Kutta fitting. From the determined momentum p and measured time-of-

fiight T, the mass m of the particle was obtained as:

                 pÅ~ (1-62)                                           L(mm)
                             ) rs=             m=:                                      T(ns) Å~ 299.792458                      rs

The distribution of the reconstructed masses for positively charged tracks is shown

in Figure 3.8. The hatched area is for the particles whose momenta are less than O.8

GeV/c. The particles in the regions indicated in Figure 3.8 were considered to be

kaons, corresponding to O.4 S m S O.6 GeV/c2. This window is used to determine

the width and the resonance peak position of the ip meson.

'i

250

200

l50

1OO

50

o
o O.2 O.4 O,6 e.8 1 1.2 1.4 mass of positive charged track(GeV/c2)

Figure 3.8: The distributions of the reconstructed mass obtained
from the Runge-Kutta fitting and the time-of-fiight measurerr}ents.

The hatched area is for the particles whose momenta are less than
O.8 GeV/c. The most of pions and protons are eliminated in the
event selection before the Runge-Kutta fitting, so that only small
fractions of those particles are seen in this plot and the peak shapes

are distorted.
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   The target vertex point was determined as the shortest distance point between

two tracks. The vertex distributions are shown in Figure 3.9 for the events in

which the tracks were detected in the different arms. The three targets are clearly

seen. When the two tracks were in the same arm, the accuracy of the vertex-point
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Figure 3.9: Reconstructed vertex distributions when the tracks were
detected in the different arm.
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and (B) for the right arms, when the two particles are detected in
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the directions of the corresponding arm. Hatched regions show the
events determined as from the target at the center.
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determinations got worse due to the narrow opening angle between the two tracks.

In this case we used the target-image distribution viewed from the direction of the

kaon arm as shown in Figure 3.10. The three targets are still clearly distinguished.

Last, we required the y-coordinate of the vertex to be within 30 mm from the peak

position.

Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Resonancepo$ition and width of observed ip mesons

The invariant mass spectra of K+K-pairs detected in the same arm are shown in

Figure 4.1 for three different targees, polyethylene, carbon and lead. Clear resonance

peaks corresponding to ip -K+Kavdecays are observed. To examine the resonance

positions and the widths, we have applied rather strong conditions to select the

events as follows.

   For the particie identification, the reconstructed mass m was required to be in

the Tange e.4fEl m SO.6 GeV/c2 to select kaon severely, and reduced x2 of the Runge-

Kutta fit is required to be Iess than 3 to eliminate possible mis-trackings (strict cut

). Additional cut was appiied to reduce the background using the correlation of the

trajectories of K+ and Kww. Since the decay Q--value is as small as 32 MeV/c2 , the

opening angle at BDC measured from K- to KAs always in the same sign. This

relation was required for the K+ and K- tracks in the data. To evaluate the shape

of the background, the event-mixing method was applied. We have assumed that

the background is due to an uncorrelated pair of particles so that the two tracks

from different events should have the same distribution as the background shape.

The hatched areas in the Figure 4.1 are the shape obtained by the event mixing.

We did not use K+ and Km in the ip peak (1.01< MK+K- <1.03 GeV/c2 ) in the

event mixing to eliminate a possible correlation due to the ip -K+K-kinematics.
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Figure 4.1: The invariant K+K- spectra obtained with the strict
cut. In (A) we 2nclude all the three target. The spectra (B),(C)
and (D) are corresponding to polyethylene, carbon and lead targets

respectively. The hatched areas are the backgrounds evaluated by
the event-mixing method.

target resonance
(MeV/c2 )

observed
(MeV/c2

width
)

compensated width
(MeV/c2 )

Polyethylene

Carbon
Lead

IO19.6 Å}

1018.1 Å}

1018.5 Å}

s8 5.9 Å} 2.4

5.4 Å} 2.8

11.9 Å} 5.0

5.3 Å} 2.4

4.9 Å} 2.8

ll.5 Å} 5.0

natural width [18] 1019.413Å}O.O08 4.43Å}O.05

Table 4.1

mesons.

: The resoBance position and the width of the observed ip



   The spectra were fit with

ground shape B(MK+K-),

           dN
                 -dvÅ~
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the sum of the Breit-Wigner function and the back-

(r/2)2

dMK+K- (MK+K- - Me)2 + (r/2)2
+6 Å~ B(MK+.-)

where a and fi are the araplitude to be determined, and r and Mo are the width

and the position of the resonance to be examined.

   The best fit values of the parameters are listed in Table 4.1. We have subtracted

the effect of the mass resolution evaluated from the width of A (mentioned in Section

2.4) from the observed widths. The resonance positions and the widths are plotted

in Figure 4.2. The resonance positions obtained by the present work are consistent

                   "AUlax
                         (A)                   X lg2s                   >e to2. CHz C Pb
                   ge ma
                   glge, i
                   -O 1016
                   >                     1014                   X                   g l:lz

                   A co                  "v IS                   Å~ te (B)                   >. ,, CH, C IPb
                   :ii i
                   •} s
                      .
                      2
                      o

Figure 4.2: The resonance position (A) and ehe width (B) of the
observed ip mesons. The line is drawn at the values in free space.

with the known value of le19.4 MeV/c2 in the reference [18]. The widths of ip

meson frem the polyethylene and the carbon target are also consistent with the

natural width of ip meson, 4.43Å}O.05 MeV/c2, within one sigma. For the lead target

case, the width looks larger but the statistical significance is not enough to conclude

the difference.

   The pT , rapidity, and rs7t.b distributions of the observed ip mesons in the range of

1.01 <MK+K- < 1.03 GeV/c2 are shown in Figure 4.3. The momentum distribution

of K+ and K- are also shown in Figure 4.4 with the same event selection. We

summed up the eveRts frorr} all the target. We have not observed any significant

difference in the distributions among the three targets.
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4.2 Mass number dependence of production cross section

To obtain the yield of ip mesons, we loosen the particle identification cut and the

x2 cut on the tracks to obtain more statistics (loose cut). This treatment increases

the background as well as the yield of ip mesons. After the same procedure as the

previous section the invariant mass spectra are obtained as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The invariant K+K- spectra with loose cut. (A), (B)
and (C) are corresponding to polyethylene, carbon, lead targets
respectively. The hatched areas indicate the backgrounds evaluated

by the event-mixing method.

polyethylene (hydrogen) carbon lead

all pT with Ioose cut

pT SO.7GeV/c
pT >O.7GeV/c

59.2 Å} 13.4

40.6 Å} 15.2

26.4 Å} 9.3

(7.5 Å} 8.3) 57.0 Å} 12.8
(ll.2 Å} 8.3) 23.6 Å} 8.5

(1.1 Å} 6.0) 31.3 Å} 9.7

74.1 Å} 14.1

34.3 Å} 11.2

40.4 Å} 9.8

all pT with strict cut 23.5 Å} 7.9 (-e.1 Å} 5.0) 30.5 Å} 8.0 36.2 Å} 10.8

Table 4.2 : Nurnber of observed ip mesons.

The yields of the ip mesons are listed in Table 4.2, which were obtained by
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subtracting the background function bin by bin iR the mass region of 1020 Å} 22

MeV/c2. The background yield was determined by the fit. The hydrogen data were

obtained by subtracting the carbon data from the polyethylene data.

   We analyzed the mass number dependence of the production of ip meson using

the standard parametrization,

                                              '                        a(A)=a(A'= 1)xAa, '(4.1)
                              /. t                                                       '
where A is the atomic mass number of the target nucleus. The production cross

section of ip meson can be written as:

                                  AIip/E
                            o'di "                                 NbeamPl
where Nip is the number of the observed ip mesons, 6 is the detection eMciency, Nbeam

is the number of beam particles, p is the number density of the target and l is the

target thickness. ,.
   Since IVb,.m was common for all the targets, we can extract the a parameter

from two targets as follows:

                  (AAp.b). ,,. Ellipip((Pcb)) .. tl(iipipP.b ,e.C, * pP.C,i;,

where subscripts Pb and C indicate the target materia}s. We adopted the difference

in the detection eMciency g dlle to the overkilling in the trigger usiRg the aeTogel-

eerenkov veto logic, as described in Section 2.8. The ratio Ec/epb was O.849 Å}O.O16

and ecH,/ec was 1.010Å}O.022.

   For the polyethylene-carbon subtraction, we adopted the same normalization

except that we dealt the overkilling ratio to be unity. The cross section ratio for

hydrogen is obtained as follows,

                              adi(CH2) - aip(C)
                      ato(H) =
                                     2

   The results are summarized in Table 4.3 and plotted in Figure 4.6 together with
                                                  .the best fit line of the parameterization of Equation 4.1. The fitting over three data

points, hydrogen, carbon and lead gives a larger error ehan the results given by the

ratio of aip(Pb) to adi(C).

   The data from the strict-cut analysis described in the previous section were

analyzed in the same way and gave a consistent result with the loose cut. The

loose-cut data are divided into two pT bins, fitted in the same way. The obtained cx

parameters by the ratio are listed in Table 4.4.
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polyethylene (hydrogen) carbon lead

all pT with loose cut

pT SO.7GeV/c
pT >Q.7GeV/c ,

1.34 Å} O.31

2.22 Å} O.82

1.e9 Å} O.38

(O.17 Å} O.19)

(O.61 Å} O.45)

(e.05 Å} O.25)

1 Å} O.22

1 Å} e.36

1 Å} O.31

16.5 Å} 3.1

18.4 Å} 6.0

16.4 Å} 4.0

all pT with strict cut 1.oe Å} o.34 (O.OO Å} O.21) 1Å}O.26 l7.7 Å} 5.3

Table 4.3: Production cross sectiens
normalized to that for ' carbon.

of ip mesoRfor each target '

'i

10

}

 -110

- ff(Pb)/cr(C) ratio
   cr --O,98 Å} O.10

'''H  fit

   cr=O,97 th O,13

H c

Pb

                i io io2
                           A
Figure 4.6: Mass number dependence of the cross section. The solid
Iine is obtained by the ratio of adi(Pb) to adi(C). The dashed line
is the best fit over the three points.

all pT with loose cut

pT SO.7GeV/c
pT >O.7GeV/c

O.98 Å} O.10

1.02 Å} O.17

O.98 Å} O.14
mean pT
mean pT

= O.56 GeV/c
== O.98 GeVlc

all pT with strict cut O.95 Å} O.14

Table 4.4: The cy parameters given by the ratio of crÅë(Pb) to adi(C).
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4.3 Discussion

The present experiment is the first attempt to measure the production and the

decay of ip mesons in the kinematical region where the effect of nuclear media should

play an important role. The experiment was carried out with protons of 12-GeV

incident energy, which is the lowestvii; amongst the q5-meson measurements in the

hadron induced nuclear reactions. The obtained dv parameter is plotted in Figure 4.7

together with other available data [13, 14] as a functioR of xF of observed ip mesons.

In spite of the large difference in incident energies and in kinematical coverage, the

obtained a is consistent with those of other experiments.
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: rl]he xF dependence of the a parameter.

1

   Table 4.5 sumrr}arized the a parameters.

pT is higher in the present experiment than

The region of the transverse momentum

in others. One has to consider that the
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Cronin effect [26], characterized by the increase of a as a function of pT, can be the

origin of the large a value obtained in the present experiment.

v45 (GeV) a pT (GeV/c) XF
12GeVp+Pb/C(present work) 5.1 O.98Å}O.IO O.4<1}T<l.5 -e.s < xF <o.3

mean xF= -O.43
120GeV/c p + Ta/Bel13]
100GeV/c p + Be/p[13]
70GeV n + A [14]

15.1

14.2

11.6

O.86Å}O.02 O< pT <1
e.g6Å}o.o4 o< pT <1
O.81Å}O.06 O< pT <1

O< xF <O.3
O.ll< xF <e.24
O< XF

Table 4.5: Comparison of the cr parameters and the kinematie re-

glons.

   In the upper part of the Figure 4.8 we plot, the pT dependence of a parameter

of the present measurement, together with the cM measurements in the 4.3-GeV/c

p + A --> T + X interactions [271.

   In the pion measurements, the increase of a above pT == O.6 is attributed to the

Cronin effect. We did not observe any increase of a in the ip meson productionin the

present data, although the statistical significance is limited. The origin of the Cronin

effect is not well understood so far. One of possible explanations is the change of

the productioR mechanism from non-perturbative interaction to perturbative one.

If we assume the or 'value is determined with the Q2 involved in the interaction, the

plot of pT dependence of or mentioned above should be re-plotted as ,a function of

transverse rnass, mT, as is shown in the lower part of the Figure 4.8. The a value of

the present data, then, is reasonably understood together with the or increase seen

in the pion data.

  The fact that the a parameter is close to unlty at this energy region K/!} = 5.1

GeV) is surprising. It is generally believed that incident energy of 12-GeV is dissi-

pated rapidly and the Rucleons in the back half of the nucleus can not contributed

to the particle production. The present results suggests that the production mecha-

nism of ip mesolls is similar to that of J/th at higher energy, because the ss' i's heavy

enough so that production from the fragmentation is greatly suppressed.

  The observed widths of the ip meson for carbon and lead nuclei are consistent

with the ones in free space. B}rom the statistics presently availab}e this does not

mean that the media effect is absent.

   According to the theoretical calculation of Klingl et al. [11], the in-medium

decay width of ip meson increases as large as 45 MeV/c2 at normal nuc}ear density,
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i.e. its life time is reduced to 4.4 fm/c. As was explained in the Chapter l the

calculation was made for the ip at rest, and the decay width is subject to change

as the momeRtum of the ip meson increases. Thus their value should be considered

as the maximum broadening of the ip meson in nuclear media, because the major

mechanisms of the broadening is attributed to the K"N interactions in nucleus ancl

the interactions gets weaker as the K- momentum increases.

   The result that the a is close to unity suggests that the ip mesons are generated

at anywhere in the lead nuclei. And the average 67i.b of the observed ip mesons

from the lead target is 1.8. Taking into account these two fact,s, if the ip meson

has 45 MeV/c2 width in nuclei, about 40oro of them are to decay and the broadened

width of 45 MeV/c2 could be seen. The effect of increase of decays inside nucleus

should also be visible in the a parameter. Within the present statistics we could

not conclude on the existence of such a broadened component especially because the

ampiitude of broadening is not known yet. Further data accumulation of the present

experiment is desired both in the K+Kmdecay mode and the e+e-decay mode, te

draw a conclusion on this interesting subject, nuc}ear matter modifications on the

ip meson.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

We have observed the production and the decay of ip mesons in 12--GeV p + A

interaction, as the first results of the experiment E325 at KEK Proton Synchrotron.

The experiment intends to measure the ip mesons for the firsttime in the kinematical

region where the effects of the nuclear media should play an important role. The

spectrometer was newly built for this purpose, characterized by the detection of

slowly moving ip mesons both in ip - K+K' and ip ---> e+em decay channels.

   The K+Kminvariant mass spectra for three different targets, carbon, polyeÅíhy-

lene and lead, have been obtained. The widths of the resonance are 4.9Å}2.8 MeV/c2

for carbon and ll.5Å}5.0 for lead, for the ip mesons with 67t.b in the region from 1

to 3. The widths as well as the resonance positions are consistent with those in free

space, and any significant resonance-shape modification, which is expected from the

in-medium modification of hadrons, was not seen within the seatistical accuracy in

the present study.

   The mass number depeitdence of the production cross sections in the di - K+K-

channel has been also obtained using carboit and Iead targets. The parameter or is

found to be O.98 Å} 6.le, very close to unity. This value is consistent with the ones

measured at higher incident energies frorr} 70 to 120 GeV using hadron induced

nuclear reaction. The present work is the first measurement which covered the

region of xF < O closer to the target rapidity, while other measurements covered

only xir > O. No significant pT dependence has been observed on the a parameter,

which suggests the steepness of the A-dependence of the ip production is not likely

from the Cronin effect. It is noteworthy that such a Iarge mass-number dependence

is observed in the ip meson production atv'li as low as 5.1 GeV.
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